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North Morocco is basically not a classic destination, however it is very interesting. It 
has gained in recent years an eminent call of tourists. Found romantic, shaped by the 
distinctive landscapes of the Rif mountains. A journey to northern Morocco in spring 
often recalls the rolling and green landscapes of Ireland.

Day 1 | Tangier
Group reception at the airport. Visit of Tangier, the “gateway to Africa”, the city 
adjoining a beautiful bay and hills like the foothills of the Rif Mountains You will see 
the new city with its foreign quarters, the Atlantic coast near Cap Spartel, where the 
Mediterranean and the Atlantic meet. You’ll also have the opportunity to discover the 
town with its big and small Socco.

Day 2 | Tangier - Asilah - Rabat
Departure to Asilah, pretty town of artists and fi shing. The charming Medina with 
green-with houses, surrounded by Portuguese weather ramparts. Continue to Rabat 
and visit the capital of Morocco and the residence of the king. You will see the Royal 
Palace (from the outside), the unfi nished Hassan Tower – the symbol of the city, the 
Kasbah of the Oudayas, the Chellah and the magnifi cent mausoleum of the late King 
Mohammed V and Hassan II.

Day 3 | Rabat - Meknes - Fez
Drive to Meknes. Gigantic walls surrounded the relief of the powerful city of Sultan 
Moulay Ismail. You will visit the monumental gate Bab Mansour, the Moulay Ismail 
mosque tomb, the attic, the stables and the souks. Continue to Moulay Idriss and 
Volubilis, located in an idyllic setting. Continuation towards Fez.

Day 4 | Fez
Today is the visit of the oldest and most important of the four imperial cities of Morocco, 
Fez. Immerse yourself in the bewitching number of alleys, souks and mosques in the 
medina, which is under the protection of UNESCO. Fez remains to this day the religious 
and cultural center of the country. Here an impressive life of the old town, there are 
innumerable small workshops. The tour takes place in the neighborhood of carpenters, 
dyers, tanners and tailors through the regular pounding of boilermakers. You will also 
see the Kairouan mosque, that houses the oldest university of the Arab world and 
the Medersa Attarine.

Services :

•07 Nights in hotels of selected category on HB.
•Very good qualifi ed guide, speaking English from/ 
 to Tangier airport.
•Transport: Air-conditioned bus, max. 48 places  
 available during the tour from/to Tangier airport
•Local guide in Tangier, Rabat, Meknes, Fez, 
 Volubilis, Chefchaouen and Tetouan
•Entrance fees to the monuments: Chellah 
 in Rabat, Volubilis, Medersa in Fez, Grenier in   
 Meknes
•Basic tips in the hotels and to the porters
•Complimentary policy: From 20 paying guests 1  
 free place in single room
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Day 5 | Fez - Volubilis - Chefchaouen
Drive to Volubilis, the largest and most beautiful Roman site in Morocco. After 
visiting the ruins, we will continue to the small village of Moulay Idriss, where 
the funeral monument of the founder of the fi rst Moroccan dynast is located.

Day 6 | Chefchaouen
Chefchaouen is a picturesque place, hanging on the Rif Mountains. The
is city was conquered in 1920 by the Spaniards, and was previously prohibited 
to non-Muslims. Due to its beautiful location in steep rocky slopes shelters 
and its gracious blue-white houses, Chefchaouen is one of the most 
interesting cities of Morocco. It’s indeed an amazing place for foreigners.

Day 7 | Chefchaouen - Tetouan - Tangier
On the way to Tetouan, a panoramic route is offered through the mountains 
of the Rif. Tetouan is one of the most authentic medinas in Morocco. It is 
surrounded by well preserved Andalusian walls. Continue along the 
Mediterranean coast, with beautiful views of the Strait of Gibraltar, to reach 
Tangier.

Day 8 | Tangier - Departure
Transfer to the Tangier port.

Advice :
The region of Chefchaouen is perfect for a 
hike, as desired more or less long.
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